To make clear dJC relation het\veen (he real phase shift of the clastic scattering anei the absurption phellomena, the eHect of channel coupling on the real phase shift is investiga1ecl by using a pole approximation to the multichannel ND~l method.
II igh elll~rgy clast ic scatterillg experilllents show that the real parts of the forward amplitudes arc negaLiYe.
ll
Ii is illteresting to clarify whether this can be cxplained within the framework of our prescnt knowledge or this reveals some dceper st ruc1ure of the inter,lctioll between elcmenlaryparticles.
COl1zctt claimed that this is explainilblc as a :)econdary effect of the strong absorption phenomena by mcans or opt ical poten t ietl model argument. 2) I Iida and, Yauo showecL howcyer, that thc optical model calculation gives llcgativc real phase shift only at 1 (J\\' cnergy (mel it ahvays givcs positiye phase shift in high energy region. ]\;Torcover they showed that the analysis by a tvvo~chanllel Schrodinger equation gIves a result opposite to the optical model for the sign of thc real phase shifts. 3) In the present paper, \\'e investigate in detail the relation between the real scattering phase shifts and the absorption phenomena by m;ing the multichannel ND 1 method in which the absorption occurs through channel coupling. We use a familiar pole approxim<:tticm 4 ) to the leh~hancl~cut part of the multichannel lVD 1 equatioll. Ulili%atiol1 oj" such a so]yable model makes thc treatment of absorption effects very casy and clear~cuL
The formalism is given in ~ 2 and the rcsults of the analysis arc suml11arized To make clear dJC relation het\veen (he real phase shift of the clastic scattering anei the absurption phellomena, the eHect of channel coupling on the real phase shift is investiga1ecl by using a pole approximation to the multichannel ND~l method.
It is shown that the channel coupling increases the real phase near the threshold energy and decreases it at energy sufficiently high above the threshold of the inelastic channel.
COl1zctt claimed that this is explainilblc as a :)econdary effect of the strong absorption phenomena by mcans or opt ical poten t ietl model argument. 2 
where lJ (v) is subtracted once and IS normal i%ed to unity at J) == - 
where (ti(V) is an increasing fUllction and OSa'i(Y) ::;n for viSv~:;;I-00.
For the convenience of later discussion, 'we consider here the decoupled limit rij=o for i=l=j. Tn this case, the S matrix JS gnren by (1), (2), (5) and (6) we geL 
For the convenience of later discussion, 'we consider here the decoupled limit rij=o for i=l=j. Tn this case, the S matrix JS gnren by (1), (2), (5) and (6) we geL Next we investigate thc effect of chanllel coupling when the energy increases high above the inelastic threshold. III ordcr to simplify the situation, l1rst vve ccmsicler the purely absorptive t\VO-Challllcl case. TIl this ease, the real part (')u and the imaginary part iF of the phase shifts are given as follows:
As is seen from Eqs. (7) and (S), ~i (v) and Y/i (v) satisfy the following relations:
is characteristic of ('he two-channel case. Of course, (v) becomes negative, a couple of a dynamical bound state and a resonance appears.
Even in this case, the phase shift 6'1l (v) also moves to positive direction. Therefore ,ve may say that the channel coupling gives an attractive effect on the :first channel below the threshold of the second channel.
'1'0 see this erred more clearly, we analyze the purely absorptive case (I'll '-.c r 22 = 0, r I2 =/-:;.0). In this case we get be interpreted as that the coupling to the first channel produces the repulsive force in the second channel. Moreover, the effect of channel coupling acts as a repulsive force also in the first channel at an energy region which is sufGciently higher than the threshold of the second channel. By the same kind of analysis, \ve can show in the general case where the process is not purely absorptiye that tbe channel coupling decreases the real phase shift ()22 B in almost all energy regions and ()n ll in the energy region sufficiently higher than the threshold of the second channel.
So far we have considered the case of Lvvo channels as a typical example [or the channel coupling dfect on the real phase shift. The same treatll1en t can directly be applied to the three-channel case. When the number, of coupled channels increases further, general discussions as in the two-and three-channel cases become rather difficult e\'en for the present simple model. Qualitative features for many-channel cases will be explained in the following examples for the three-channel case and in a special example shown in the Appendix for further many-channel cases.
Several examples of two-and three-channel cases are shovvn in Figs. 1 and  2 , where we take the following mass ratios:
for the sake of simplicity. These lllass ratios Toughly corre::;ponc1 to tho::;<.:; between the nucleon mass, the mass of JV;3* (1236 MeV) and the mass o£ N ll ": (,...., 1400 MeV). We take a non-relativistic phase volume because our present choice for masses brings only little difference from relativistic one.
In Fig. 1 , we show purely absorptive two-and three-channel cases, where the parameters r ij arc conveniently chosen as Figure 1 shows that (JllR(V) is lifted to positive value around the threshold of the second channel and gradually decreases to negative value. On the other hand, 02/l(V) is negative because of an effect produced from the channel coupling vvith the first channel.
Comparison of the three-channel case with the twochannel case clearly shows that, in the three-channel case, both of the first and second channels receive al1 additional attractive effect around the threshold and a repulsive <.:;ffect ill higher energy reglOl1 owing to the presence of the third be interpreted as that the coupling to the first channel produces the repulsive force in the second channel. Moreover, the effect of channel coupling acts as a repulsive force also in the first channel at an energy region which is sufGciently higher than the threshold of the second channel. By the same kind of analysis, \ve can show in the general case where the process is not purely absorptiye that tbe channel coupling decreases the real phase shift ()22 B in almost all energy regions and ()n ll in the energy region sufficiently higher than the threshold of the second channel.
Several examples of two-and three-channel cases are shovvn in Figs. 1 and 2, where we take the following mass ratios:
Comparison of the three-channel case with the twochannel case clearly shows that, in the three-channel case, both of the first and second channels receive al1 additional attractive effect around the threshold and a repulsive <.:;ffect ill higher energy reglOl1 owing to the presence of the third vVe call see that the channel coupling effects for lhe case of non-pure absorption are the same as the effect from channel coupling \vith Ihe third channel in the purely absorptive three-channel case (sec Fig, 1) ,
The EfFect of C/za
As a natural extension of this model to the 1-/:0 cases, we consider the follmving equations:
The arguments given for the case of IS wave can dirc.~ctly be appliecl and the results Oil higher partial wave:'; coincide qual1t;tiively with those for the ,,," wave. vVe call see that the channel coupling effects for lhe case of non-pure absorption are the same as the effect from channel coupling \vith Ihe third channel in the purely absorptive three-channel case (sec Fig, 1) ,
The arguments given for the case of IS wave can dirc.~ctly be appliecl and the results Oil higher partial wave:'; coincide qual1t;tiively with those for the ,,," wave. 
for D-\vave, respectively. hO\vever, might not destroy the essential features of scattering processes, if we concentrate our attention only on the physical energy region. In order to give some insight into this problem, we briefly examine the similarity and the difference between the particle exchange type contribution and the pole approximation to the left-hand cut.
Let us consider the exchange of a scalar particle with mass It in the present many-channel process. As is well known, onc-particle-exchange contribution to the left-hand cut. coincides with the partial wave componenl of its Born amplitude apart from a normalization fnctor. u ) For simplicity 'eve take the S wave; the S-wave component of a scalar-particle-exchange Born amplitude ({R(V) IS gIven as
11"
where g and g' are coupling constants, _.-t is a squared momentum transfer.
On the other hanel, the pole approximation glves the following left-hanel-cut integral: 
On the other hanel, the pole approximation glves the following left-hanel-cut integral: From the above consideration, the results derived in ~ 3 may be valid at least for qualitative features of the innuence of the channel coupling in manychannel scattering processes. ~ 
Summary of results
According to the pole mold analysis, the ehannel coupling has an attraetive effeet (an effeet of increasing real phase shift) below and around the threshold value of each opening channel, and has a repulsive effect (an effect of deereasing real phase shift) at energy sllfflciently high above the threshold oJ each channel. This result coincides qualitatively with the result of the two-channel Schrodinger equation treated by Hicla and Yan ( 3 ) apart from the details of the energy dependence at the neighbourhood of thresholds.
From our result the observed negative real part of the forward elastie seattering amplitude at high energy can be explained as follows: either the interaelion itself is strongly repulsive or so many inelastic channels open at sufficiently lower cnerglcs 1 hat the repulsive dr ecis c10m i11(11e in the interaction. From the above consideration, the results derived in ~ 3 may be valid at least for qualitative features of the innuence of the channel coupling in manychannel scattering processes. ~ 
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